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The origins
Since 2010 we’ve been exploring the worlds of art and design, 
combined with new technological resources that helped us 
uncover new ways to lighten up the homes and the lives of people 
all around the globe. During the years, we’ve been awarded with 
important prizes and international recognition, like the Design 
Brit Insurance of the Year and the British Design Awards by 
Elle Decoration. Plumen was also acknowledged by important 
designer collections like the Victoria&Albert Museum in London 
and the MoMa in New York.
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New Era
The Plumen brand has changed hands, crossed the channel 
and is in the process of a full relaunch backed by a new 
Italian owner with decades of experience from the lighting 
industry. Operating as a fully independent entity, with its own 
marketing, sales and development teams, Plumen can count 
on an operational infrastructure that will allow it to proceed on 
the iconic path set by its founders whilst reaching new heights 
in terms of product development and ability to execute.
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DESIGNER

Sketching the idea

Samuel Wilkinson
Samuel Wilkinson graduated in furniture and related product design at 
Ravensbourne College of Art & Design in 2002. While at Ravensbourne 
Wilkinson won several design awards, including the RSA award and 
D&AD New Blood He went straight into employment working for 
leading consultancies such as Tangerine, Fitch: London, PearsonLloyd, 
and Conran. During these years he worked on various award winning 
projects for leading clients such as British Airways, Audi, LG, Samsung, 
and Virgin Airways.

Hulger
Hulger is a London based innovation studio who conceive and co-design 
radical technology products. The name Hulger is inspired by Nicolas 
Roope’s grandfather. Hølger was a lawyer who lived contentedly with the 
same phone, the same car, the same old grandfather clock that ticked 
slowly and contentedly and the same leather arm-chair for decades. He 
was of a generation and culture that had resisted the wasteful churn of 
built-in-obsolescence. He bought lasting products that improved with 
age. He invested in beautiful technologies that didn’t generate a fear-
of-missing-out with every subsequent release.
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Revolutionary, iconic, unique. The Plumen 001 light bulb is the 
first energy-saving designer light bulb in the world. Compelling 
and refined, this product earned various important awards 
such as “Design of the Year” and “Product of the Year” from 
the London Design Museum, and the much-coveted “Black 
Pencil” award from D&AD. It was also published in high-profile 
international headlines and included in the MOMA, Cooper-
Hewitt and V&A permanent collections. Compatible with any 
LED dimmer switch, this light bulb allows the user to control 
lighting based on their preferences.

Code // PLUMEN-001

Attach: E27
Light colour: Natural white
Power consumption: 6.5W
Watt equivalent: 50W
Lumen output: 500lm
Lifetime: 20,000 Hours
Dimmable: Yes
Colour temperature: 3500K
Switching cycles: > 100,000
Warm-Up time: Instant full light
Power factor: > 0.8
Colour rendering: > 90
Energy class: G

Code // PLUMEN-UL-001

Attach: E26
Light colour: Natural white
Power consumption: 6.5W
Watt equivalent: 40W
Lumen output: 420lm
Lifetime: 20,000 Hours
Dimmable: Yes
Colour temperature: 3500K
Switching cycles: > 100,000
Warm-Up time: Instant full light
Colour rendering: > 90

101 mm
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ICONIC LED BULB

220V
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Code // PLUMEN-002

Attach: E27
Light colour: Warm white
Power consumption: 6W
Watt equivalent: 50W
Lumen output: 500lm
Lifetime: 20,000 Hours
Dimmable: Yes
Colour temperature: 2200K
Switching cycles: > 100,000
Warm-Up time: Instant full light
Power factor: > 0.8
Colour rendering: > 90
Energy class: G

65 mm
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002 
ICONIC LED BULB

220V

It all began from nature’s most authentic shapes, combined 
with traits from the 001 light bulb: introducing Plumen 002. 
This design, set apart by its sculpted shape yet inspired 
by soft and fleeting water drops, won the ELLE Decoration 
British Design Award in 2014. Thanks to the warm lighting 
it’s perfect for creating a cosy and welcoming atmosphere 
in any space or environment. Plumen 002 best adapts as 
a table lamp, applique or suspension lamp, even in series. 
Compatible with any LED dimmer switch, this light bulb 
allows the user to control lighting based on their preferences.

Code // PLUMEN-UL-002

Attach: E26
Light colour: Warm white
Power consumption: 6W
Watt equivalent: 55W
Lumen output: 560lm
Lifetime: 20,000 Hours
Dimmable: Yes
Colour temperature: 2200K
Switching cycles: > 100,000
Warm-Up time: Instant full light
Colour rendering: > 90

120V
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PURE COLLECTION MINIMAL COLLECTION

001 Adjustable lamp

001W Wall lamp

001C Wall lamp

001P Pendant lamp

001 Double adjustable lamp 002 Double adjustable lamp

002 Adjustable lamp

002W Wall lamp

002C Wall lamp

002P Pendant lamp

001 Single pendant lamp

001 Double pendant lamp

001 Triple pendant lamp

002 Single pendant lamp

002 Double pendant lamp

002 Triple pendant lamp
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Pure Collection
Our lamps truly encapsulate the essence of 

world-renowned Italian craftsmanship, identity and 
culture, which for many people represent high-quality, 
attention to details and sturdy materials. We work daily 

to guarantee unique products in a limited number, 
highlighting their features and processing them whilst 
remaining consistent with our eco-friendly objectives.



WALL LAMP    PURE COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-001
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Ribbed aluminium - Walnut wood

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8058945340080
Code: PLUMEN-001W-L

Naming // 001W Wall lamp

Sinuous and clean-cut lines: a perfect combination that truly highlights the 001 
light bulb’s iconic design. Elegant and versatile, this wall lamp will shine in any 
ambience, private or public.

5,5 cm

9,6 cm

7,8
 cm

25 cm

18,4 cm

// Frontal view // Lateral view



CEILING LAMP    PURE COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-001
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Ribbed aluminium - Walnut wood

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8058945340097
Code: PLUMEN-001C-L

Naming // 001C Ceiling lamp

The 001 ceiling lamp encapsulates a true sense of authenticity which was 
achieved by blending two very different materials, ribbed steel and coarse 
walnut. The light bulb always remains central to the design, turning it into an 
iconic furnishing piece. The ideal ceiling lamp for any occasion, ranging from 
corridors to living rooms.
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PENDANT LAMP    PURE COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-001
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Ribbed aluminium - Walnut wood

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton black textile cable
Bar Code: 8058945340028
Code: PLUMEN-001P-L

Naming // 001P Pendant lamp

A merger between the coarse texture of the walnut and the cool ribbing of the 
steel, to convey a sense of spontaneity and a unique material contrast in the 
001 light bulb. This suspension lamp is set apart by clean, geometrical lines that 
make it adaptable to any space or environment. The suspension cable also has 
an adjustable length to regulate the lamps’ height.
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WALL LAMP    PURE COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-002
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Brass - Walnut wood

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8058945340042
Code: PLUMEN-002W-L

Naming // 002W Wall lamp

The warmth of wood combined with the 002 bulb light bulb creates an iconic 
and pure light source. The clean and elegant design also makes this wall lamp 
the ideal addition to any space, ranging from corridors to bedside. On top of 
everything, the manual craftsmanship behind this lamp gives it a true feeling 
of authenticity.
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CEILING LAMP    PURE COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-002
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Brass - Walnut wood

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8058945340059
Code: PLUMEN-002C-L

Naming // 002C Ceiling lamp

A drop, a sculpted shape, suspended over a walnut tube carved by a blade of 
brushed brass. Simple, refined figures that come together in one light bulb. On 
top of everything, the manual craftsmanship behind this lamp gives it a true 
feeling of authenticity. The ideal ceiling lamp in any occasion, ranging from 
corridors to living rooms.
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PENDANT LAMP    PURE COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-002
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Brass - Walnut wood

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton black textile cable
Bar Code: 8058945340066
Code: PLUMEN-002P-L

Naming // 002P Pendant lamp

A linear brass inlay that skillfully cuts through the walnut lamp components, 
blending with the scuplted shape of the 002 lightbulb. Elegant, authentic 
and sinuous, a light source perfect for embellishing any space. The built-in 
suspension cable also has an adjustable length to regulate the lamps’ height.
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Minimal Collection
Within this Collection, we offer a refined selection of 

pendant lights and wall lamps that embody simplicity 
and minimalism. Crafted to accentuate the uniqueness 
of our iconic light bulbs, these lamps showcase clean 

lines and uncluttered designs.



WALL LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION 
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-001
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8050997683801
Code: PLUMEN-APM2VNTBS1BR-001

White

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8050997683832
Code: PLUMEN-APM2VBOTBS1CR-001

Naming // 001 Adjustable lamp

The Plumen adjustable wall lamp is both refined and essential in its design, 
with a sleek and minimalist aesthetic. Available in either black or white metal, 
it features a joint in the center that allows for customizable lighting direction. 
Complementing the lamp is the iconic Plumen 001 bulb, which has received 
numerous awards for its dynamic and sculptural form. The lamp’s lines elevate 
any space it inhabits, exuding an air of pure sophistication.
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WALL LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION 
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-001
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8050997683863
Code: PLUMEN-APM2VN2TBSBRE27VN-001

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8050997683894
Code: PLUMEN-APM2VBO2TBSCRE27VBO-001

Naming // 001 Double adjustable lamp

The Plumen double adjustable lamp is a masterpiece of minimalist refinement, 
offering a lighting solution that exudes both style and character. With its two 
adjustable joints, this striking creation - available in either black or white - allows 
you to customize the lighting to your heart’s content. To enhance its already-
stunning appearance, the lamp is paired with the iconic Plumen 001 light bulbs, 
which boast dynamic and sculptural shapes that have earned them worldwide 
acclaim and numerous prestigious awards.
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PENDANT LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-001
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton black textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997684051
Code: PLUMEN-SPM1VNRC04-001

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton white textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997684082
Code: PLUMEN-SPM1VBORC01-001

Naming // 001 Single pendant lamp

The Plumen single metal suspension lamp boasts striking, geometric lines that 
create a clean and contemporary look, enhanced by the iconic and sculptural 
design of the Plumen 001 bulb. Its simple and essential design, available in 
black or white with a matching textile cable and 15 cm cylindrical cable clamps, 
makes it versatile and suitable for rooms of any style and size, whether in 
residential or commercial settings. Its bold and streamlined look adds a touch 
of sophistication and style to any environment.
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PENDANT LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-001
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton black textile cable 
Bar Code: 8050997683924
Code: PLUMEN-SPM2VNRC04-001

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton white textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997683955
Code: PLUMEN-SPM2VBORC01-001

Naming // 001 Double pendant lamp

The Plumen two-drop suspension comes in two different shades: a pristine and 
ethereal white, or a bold and graphic black. With its clean lines and geometric 
design, this lamp features tone-on-tone textile cables, 15cm long cylindrical 
cable clamps, and the iconic 001 light bulbs as its centerpiece. This refined 
lamp is the perfect addition to any small or medium-sized room, seamlessly 
blending into both domestic and commercial environments.
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PENDANT LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-001
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton black textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997683986
Code: PLUMEN-SPM3VNRC04-001

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton white textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997684013
Code: PLUMEN-SPM3VBORC01-001

Naming // 001 Triple pendant lamp

The Plumen suspension lamp features clean and essential geometric lines, 
highlighted by its three asymmetrical drops, which perfectly capture the 
brand’s authentic essence. At the heart of this design is the 001, which has 
become an iconic furnishing element. This lamp is the centerpiece of any 
room and is a perfect addition to a living room or bedroom, as well as a shop 
or professional studio. Its elegant and versatile design makes it a must-have 
for any contemporary space.
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WALL LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION 
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-002
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8050997683818
Code: PLUMEN-APM2VNTBS1BR-002

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8050997683849
Code: PLUMEN-APM2VBOTBS1CR-002

Naming // 002 Adjustable lamp

The Plumen adjustable lamp is the epitome of minimalism and elegance, 
providing a lighting solution of utmost refinement. Crafted in black or white 
metal, it offers a subtle yet sophisticated design, with its flexible joints allowing 
for custom adjustments to the lighting direction. The iconic and sinuous Plumen 
002 bulb completes the look, infusing the composition with an aura of pure 
elegance. Together, they create a lighting option that exudes sophistication 
and style, and elevates any environment.
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WALL LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION 
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-002
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27 
Bar Code: 8050997683870
Code: PLUMEN-APM2VN2TBSBRE27VN-002

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Bar Code: 8050997683900
Code: PLUMEN-APM2VBO2TBSCRE27VBO-002

Naming // 002 Double adjustable lamp

The Plumen lamp with its double adjustable joint is a stunning home decor piece 
that elevates the elegance and sophistication of any space. Whether placed in 
a luminous dining room or a cozy and inviting entryway, its two directional light 
sources provide the perfect complement. The lamp’s metal finish, available in 
white or black, beautifully enhances the sculptural and design-focused Plumen 
002 bulbs, which remain the focal point of the composition. Together, they 
create a lighting option that exudes refined style and enhances the beauty of 
any environment.
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PENDANT LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-002
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton black textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997684068
Code: PLUMEN-SPM1VNRC04-002

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton white textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997684143
Code: PLUMEN-SPM1VBORC01-002

Naming // 002 Single pendant lamp

This pendant lamp exudes elegance, minimalism, and authenticity, making it a 
perfect addition to any space. Available in both total white and total black, it 
comes with a textile cord and 15cm color-matching cable clamps. The Plumen 
pendant light is best paired with the 002 light bulb, which provides a warm and 
intimate glow, perfect for creating an exclusive and cozy ambiance in any room.
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PENDANT LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-002
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton black textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997683931
Code: PLUMEN-SPM2VNRC04-002

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton white textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997683962
Code: PLUMEN-SPM2VBORC01-002

Naming // 002 Double pendant lamp

The Plumen double drop suspension lamp showcases a compelling combination 
of metal and fabric, resulting in a sleek and contemporary design suitable for 
any living or commercial space. The lamp’s minimalistic form and meticulous 
attention to detail, combined with its white or black finish and matching textile 
cable, seamlessly integrate with the sculptural shape of the 002 light bulb. This 
lamp is the perfect addition for those who desire sophisticated and intimate 
lighting in every room of their home.
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PENDANT LAMP    MINIMAL COLLECTION
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// Bulb Details

Bulb: PLUMEN-002
Rated voltage: 220V

// Product Finiture:

Matt Black

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton black textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997683993
Code: PLUMEN-SPM3VNRC04-002

Matt White

Fitting: E27
Cable: Cotton white textile cable
Bar Code: 8050997684020
Code: PLUMEN-SPM3VBORC01-002

Naming // 002 Triple pendant lamp

The metal suspension of the Plumen three-drop light blends seamlessly 
with the sculptural form of the 002 bulb, resulting in an asymmetrical and 
boldly designed lamp perfect for creating a statement in any room, be it 
a hallway or living space. Available in both an pure white and a elegant 
black finish, this lamp features the iconic 002 bulb at its core, which takes 
inspiration from water droplets.
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Featured in



COPYRIGHT BY MOSAIC S.P.A.
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO COPY THE CATALOGUE, EVEN PARTIALLY.

In the ongoing search for technical and functional improvements, Mosaic 
reserves the right to make changes, substantial or not, to its products, which 
may be put into effect without prior notice.
The images and the colours are provided for general information purposes 
only and are not binding for Mosaic.

Plumen is a brand of the Mosaic S.p.A. group,
which also includes Creative Cables and Bebulbs.

Contacts:

sales@plumen.com

Headquarter:

Lungo Dora P.Colletta n. 113/9
10153 - Torino (TO) - ITALY


